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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the adaptability of a miniature-
sized magnetic positional sensor in a bronchoscope naviga-
tion system. A key component of a bronchoscope naviga-
tion system is a magnetic positional sensor that can cap-
ture the position of the tip of a bronchoscope. However,
in a clinical environment, the accuracy of a magnetic sen-
sor decreases due to the magnetic field distortion caused by
ferromagnetic materials around the sensor. Therefore, we
introduce a method to correct the sensor’s outputs by utiliz-
ing a magnetic tracking sensor and an optical tracking sen-
sor. In this method, a sensor’s output is corrected by using
a higher-order polynomial whose coefficients are computed
from 5000 points measured by the optical and magnetic sen-
sors. This measurement is performed prior to bronchoscopy.
The experimental results show that the correction method
can reduce distortion errors from 53.3mm to 3.5mm or be-
low. We also confirmed that sufficiently accurate broncho-
scope camera motion could be obtained for the bronchoscope
navigation system.
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1 Introduction

A bronchoscope is a very important tool for observing and
diagnosing the inside of the bronchus. A medical doctor in-
serts it into the bronchus by operating a controller at the
tail of the tube while watching a TV monitor displaying
the views captured by a tiny camera installed at the tip of
the bronchoscope. To reach a desired branch, the physician
should insert the bronchoscope in such a way that passes
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several branches. However, the doctor can become easily dis-
oriented because the anatomical structures of the bronchus
are very complicated and the bronchus exhibits individual
differences in its branching patterns. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to develop a system that guides a physician to a lo-
cation where biopsy is performed. Another important func-
tion is the visualization of anatomical structures beyond the
bronchus walls based on preoperative CT images and their
synchronized display with real bronchoscopic images.

Virtual bronchoscopy (VB) is now widely used to observe
the inside a human body based on three-dimensional (3-D)
CT images [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The user of a virtual bron-
choscopy system (VBS) can freely perform a fly-through in-
side a target organ with a pointing device such as a mouse. A
VB has several advantages over a real bronchoscope (RB),
including (a) observation from any viewpoint or view di-
rection, (b) quantitative measurement, and (c) visualiza-
tion of anatomical structures beyond organ walls by semi-
transparent rendering. If we could combine real and virtual
bronchoscopes in bronchoscopy, it would be possible to con-
struct a guidance or navigation system for bronchoscopy.

A bronchoscope navigation system provides guidance in-
formation obtained from preoperative CT images. Prior to
bronchoscopy, we take a 3-D CT image of a patient. The
navigation system continuously tracks the camera motion
and provides navigation information obtained by fusing vir-
tual and real bronchoscopic views (Fig. 1). Also, the location
and orientation of the tip of a bronchoscope are displayed
on the slice images throughout the examination. One of the
most important functions of the bronchoscope navigation
system is continuous tracking of a bronchoscope’s tip. If we
could obtain motion information of the tip, it would be pos-
sible to present the path to a desired position where biopsy
is performed or to present some quantitative measurements.

Positional sensors are used for tracking a camera’s or sur-
gical instrument’s position in an image-guided surgery sys-
tem [8, 9, 10, 11]. In the case of a rigid endoscope, sensing
points consisting of infrared LEDs or reflection spheres are
attached at its tail (exposed to the exterior of the patient),
and an optical (OP) tracking system located in a surgical
or examination room senses their positions optically. In the
case of a flexible endoscope, such as a bronchoscope, it is
impossible to estimate the position and orientation of the
tip from positions of markers attached at the tail by the OP
tracking system due to the flexibility of the bronchoscope.
Introduction of a tracking system using the electromagnetic
field (EM tracker) is a good solution for this case. Recently,
miniature-sized EM tracking systems have been commercial-



Figure 1: Snapshot of bronchoscope navigation system. There are
four kinds of images in this system in separate windows: (upper left)
real bronchoscopic video, (upper right) outside view of bronchus,
(lower left) virtual bronchoscopic view, and (lower right) slice image.
Live bronchoscopic video is played in real bronchoscopic window.
A tracheal tumor is observed in RB view. Position currently being
observed is overlaid on outside view of bronchus. In virtual broncho-
scopic view window, anatomical structures existing beyond bronchus
wall are visualized by utilizing semi-translucent display. Bronchus wall
in this figure is semi-translucent light-blue, tumor is yellow. Current
position of bronchoscope is marked with cross cursor in the slice
window. These windows are synchronized to movement of real bron-
choscope.

ized by several companies. These sensors can be inserted
into bronchoscopes through working channels. The common
problem of EM tracking systems is the degradation of track-
ing accuracy due to magnetic field distortion caused by ferro-
magnetic materials located around the sensing points. These
ferromagnetic materials distort the magnetic field so that the
EM tracker outputs unreliable sensing results. To overcome
this problem, we try to correct magnetic field distortion by
using both the OP and EM tracking systems. Sensing errors
caused by magnetic field distortion are corrected by outputs
of the OP tracking system. Several research groups are also
tackling this problem [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Nakada et al. [14]
proposed a method for correcting sensor output by using an
OP tracking system for laparoscopic surgery navigation sys-
tem. In this method, several points are sensed by both the
OP and EM sensors to correct EM sensor’s outputs. They
developed a freehand acquisition tool for easy measurement.
By moving this tool over a surgical table, the positions of a
set of 3-D points are measured by the OP and EM tracker.
A higher-order polynomial for correcting the EM tracker’s
outputs is calculated by using the outputs of the OP tracker
as a gold standard. During an actual surgical procedure,
the outputs of the EM tracker are compensated by using the

Figure 2: Distortion measurement tool.

polynomial. Chung et al. [15] reported the freehand calibra-
tion method of optical and electromagnetic trackers for bron-
choscope navigation. They tested the correction method in
an office and a hospital bronchoscopy environment. How-
ever, they used a 5-DOF (five degrees of freedom) sensor for
obtaining the position and orientation of the tip of the bron-
choscope. Furthermore, they did not consider the operating
table, which is the largest metal object in the bronchoscopy
examination environment.

In this paper, we discuss the effectiveness of the correc-
tion method proposed by Nakada et al. in a bronchoscopy
navigation system and the stability of the method in the
presence of an operating table used in a bronchoscopy ex-
amination room. In the bronchoscopy environment, the op-
erating table is one of the major causes of magnetic field
distortion. Therefore, it is important to test the stability of
the correction method prior to implementation in an actual
bronchoscope navigation system using the EM tracker.

2 Methodology

2.1 Materials

In the experiments we conducted, the MicroBIRD1 (Ascen-
sion Technology Corporation, Burlington, VT, USA) sensor
is used as the EM tracker for acquiring the position and
orientation of the tip of a bronchoscope. This EM tracker
consists of three parts: (a) a system board, (b) a magnetic
field generator, and (c) sensing coils. The diameter of the
sensing coil is quite small (1.8mm in coil diameter, 8.4mm
in length). The sensing coil can be easily inserted into a
working channel of a typical bronchoscope. Also, this elec-
tromagnetic position sensor covers a large enough area (up
to 500mm3) for bronchoscopy. This EM tracker provides 6-
DoF outputs (three for translation and three for rotation).
It is possible to directly measure 3D position and orienta-
tion. To correct the output of the EM tracker, we used the
Polaris2 (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)
sensor as an optical position sensor. To acquire the outputs
of both sensors, a tool for sensing positions (Fig. 2) is in-
troduced. This tool has two sensors, the EM tracker sensor

1http://www.ascension-tech.com/
2http://www.ndigital.com/
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Figure 3: Relationships between sensor and CT coordinate systems.

and the OP tracker sensor. To calibrate this tool, we use
another passive-type sensor for the OP tracker, and the tip
of the EM tracker sensor is measured by this sensor. In our
experiments, we move the tool slowly and freely above the
operating table to obtain sensing ouputs.

2.2 Coordinate systems

To generate a VB image corresponding to an RB image,
it is necessary to compute the transformation matrix that
transforms the sensor coordinate system to the CT coordi-
nate system. Figure 3 illustrates relationships between the
sensor and CT coordinate systems. As shown in Fig. 3,
the dynamic reference frame (DRF) defined by the sensor
attached to the patient is considered the world coordinate
system. From the relationships shown in Fig. 3, the camera
coordinate pC is transformed to the CT coordinate pCT as

pCT = CT
W M W

F M F
SM

k S
CM pC (1)
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where CT
W M is the transformation matrix between the world

coordinate and CT coordinate and W
S Mk is the sensor out-

put represented by the world coordinate system at the k-th
frame that consists of the rotational motion W

S Rk and trans-
lational motion Wtk

S . The sensor output is obtained as the
coordinate represented in the coordinate system of the mag-
netic field generator, and then it is converted to the world
coordinate system by multiplying with W

F M. S
CM represents

the relationship between the tip of the bronchoscope camera
and the tip of the sensor. By obtaining the transforma-
tion matrix CT

C M, which consists of rotation matrix CT
C R and

translation vector CTtC, it is possible to generate a VB im-
age that corresponds to the current RB camera position and
orientation.
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Figure 4: Method for calculating tracking error at each point.

In Eq. (1), CT
W M and S

CM are calculated in prior to bron-
choscopy, and they are used for bronchoscope tracking.
When the sensor is attached at the tip of bronchoscope, the
transformation matrix S

CM is calculated. The matrix CT
W M

is calculated using the coordinates of N fiducial points be-
tween a CT image and a real subject. To compute CT

W M,
at least three corresponding point-pairs are required. If the
coordinates of N (≥ 3) corresponding point-pairs are ob-
tained, CT

W M is calculated as a closed-form solution to the
least-squares problem [17].

2.3 Correction of the sensor output

In a bronchoscope operating environment, the sensor’s out-
put Wtk

S is easily affected by objects made of ferromagnetic
materials, such as an operating table, located in the oper-
ating room. By correcting the output of the EM tracker, it
is possible to obtain a reliable bronchoscope position. This
section describes a detailed method for correcting the output
of the position sensor.



Figure 5: Example of a bronchus phantom model.

Rubber bronchial model

Acrylic pipe
(2 mm diameter)

Figure 6: Layout of inserted acrylic pipes. The phantom was fixed in
epoxy resin inside a plastic box, and 24 acrylic pipes were inserted.

To correct the output of the EM tracker, both sensors’
outputs P = {pi} and Q = {qi} (i = 1, . . . , N) are mea-
sured using the sensing tool shown in Fig. 2. After this
operation, the rigid transformation matrix M from the co-
ordinate system of the optical position sensor to the mag-
netic position sensor can be computed using P and Q by the
method shown in [17]. In an ideal case, where no distortion
by metal materials is observed, we can assume that

∥Mqi − pi∥ ≃ 0. (2)

In a conventional bronchoscope examination environment,
however, Eq. (2) may not be satisfied due to magnetic field
distortion. We assume that this error is caused only by
magnetic field distortion. We also assume that errors can
be approximated by the n-th order polynomial. From these
assumptions, the error function is described as

f(cx , cy , cz , p) = Mqi − pi, (3)

where cx, cy, and cz are coefficients of a polynomial, and p
is the position of the tracker output. If f is obtained, p is
corrected to p̂ as

p̂ = p + f(cx , cy , cz , pi). (4)

(a) free environment from ferromagnetic objects

(b) bronchoscope operating environment

Figure 7: Experimental environment.

Usually, f is computed as minimizing the following equation.

Err =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥p̂i − qi∥
2 . (5)

From Eq. (4), we can rewrite Eq. (1) as follows.

pCT = CT
W M

(
W
S R Wt̂S

0T 1

)
S
CM pC, (6)

Wt̂S = WtS + f(cx , cy , cz , pi). (7)

3 Experiments

We applied the proposed method to the rubber bronchial
phantom shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 6, the phantom
was fixed in epoxy resin inside a plastic box, and 24 acrylic
pipes (2mm in diameter) were inserted into the box. These
acrylic pipes were used as fiducials for calculating CT

W M in
the experiments. Prior to the experiments, we took a 3-D
CT image of the phantom and manually identified the tips
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Figure 8: Results of distortion correction in an environment similar to a bronchoscope operating room (on operating table).
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Figure 9: Results of distortion correction in an ideal environment (on wooden table).

of the acrylic pipes on the CT image. The image acquisition
parameters of the CT image were 512 × 512 pixels, 341 slices,
0.684mm in pixel spacing, and 0.5mm in image spacing. To
evaluate the performance of the position sensor, its outputs
were measured in two kinds of environments shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 7(a) is an ideal environment because there is no metal
material within 1 meter from the magnetic field generator.
The table is completely made of wood. Figure 7(b) shows
an environment similar to a bronchoscope operating room.
Since the phantom does not move during experiments, we
assume that W

F M is an identity matrix.
To test the stability of the correction method, we calcu-

lated fiducial registration error (FRE) and registration error
(RE) using positions sensed by the OP and EM trackers.
These errors were calculated by

Err =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥p̂i − qi∥ . (8)

In this experiment, we used 2nd-, 3rd-, 4th- and 5th-
order polynomials for correcting positions sensed by the EM
tracker. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of FRE and RE
by changing the number of measured positions.

Moreover, the correction method was applied to a bron-
choscope navigation system. In this experiment, the

bronchial phantom was placed on the operating table. The
distance between the magnetic field generator and the phan-
tom was about 300mm. To correct the tracker’s output,
we measured 5000 positions with the OP and EM trackers.
The measured positions were used for calculating the coeffi-
cients of Eq. (3). Figure 10 shows the results of bronchoscope
tracking.

4 Discussion

As seen in Fig. 8, a large amount of measurement error
(about 50mm) was confirmed in the case no correction is
employed when the position sensor was located on the op-
erating table. From this result, it is difficult to use the
EM tracker for bronchoscope navigation without correction.
However, the proposed method using a 2nd-order polynomial
significantly reduced measurement error to about 10mm.
Moreover, further reduction of measurement error could be
achieved by using higher-order polynomials. In the case of
a 4th-order polynomial, the measurement error was reduced
to less than 4mm. This result shows that higher-order poly-
nomials are useful for correcting the EM tracker’s output
when distortion of the magnetic field is large. This result
is a little bit worse than the result reported by Chung [15].



(a) without correction (b) with correction

Figure 10: Results of bronchoscope motion tracking. In each image, endoscopic view of left side is real bronchoscopic images. Right side view
is a virtual bronchoscopic image generated from sensor-s outputs.

Since the distance between the magnetic field generator and
the operating table was too close, distortion of the magnetic
field was larger than in the case of Chung.

In the case of the ideal environment shown in Fig. 7(a),
the proposed method could reduce the measurement error
to 2mm (Fig. 9). This is because the output of the posi-
tion sensor was not affected by ferromagnetic objects. The
EM tracker could output more accurate positions than those
of distorted cases. This result is almost the same as the
case of Chung. Also, it is necessary to measure the mag-
netic field distortion caused by other medical instruments
in a real clinical environment. Even when we used 4th- or
5th-order polynomials, measurement errors were still larger
than 1mm. Since the proposed method assumed that dis-
tortion caused by objects made of ferromagnetic materials
exist uniformly, the proposed method could not correct the
distortion only existing in a part of the measurement space.
To overcome this problem, it is necessary to divide the mea-
surement space into sub-spaces and correct the distortion by
each divided sub-space.

Figure 10 shows the results of the bronchoscope tracking
in the environment shown in Fig. 7(b). In the case of no cor-
rection (Figure 10(a)), the output of the position sensor was
strongly affected by metal materials such as the operating
table, and the bronchoscope tracking failed. In particular,
the output of the position sensor was incorrect when the

bronchoscope was close to the operating table. As seen in
Figure 10(b), when correction was applied, it was possible
to track the bronchoscope even if it was located very close
to the operating table or other ferromagnetic materials.

In this paper, we tried to correct only the positions of
the EM tracker’s output. However, orientation outputs of
the EM tracker were also affected by ferromagnetic materi-
als. Therefore, we could not obtain correct orientations of
the bronchoscope even if the proposed method was applied
(Fig. 10). To acquire accurate orientation of the broncho-
scope, it is necessary to develop a method for correcting the
EM tracker’s orientation outputs.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a method for correcting the output of
the position sensor for bronchoscope navigation. To employ
an EM tracker for bronchoscope navigation, we applied the
correction method to the outputs of the EM tracker using
an OP tracker. Only positions of the EM tracker’s out-
put were corrected, and orientations were not taken into
account for correction. To measure the accuracy of the cor-
rection method, we constructed two kinds of environments:
(a) an ideal environment and (b) a bronchoscope operating
environment. We applied our method to a rubber bronchial
phantom. We found from the experimental results that the



bronchoscope tracking using 4th- or 5th- order polynomials
could track the bronchoscope correctly even if the outputs
of the EM tracker were affected by ferromagnetic materi-
als. Future work includes (a) development of a method for
correcting orientations of the sensor’s output and (b) devel-
opment of a method for compensating sensor drift caused by
breathing motion.
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